
CLASSIC
N AT U R A L  W O W E N  P A N E L S



F ROM TH E  F I E L DS  AND B AR NS

AT  V ILLE RUP  H OVE DG AAR D

 We cultivate and process nature for panels

applied in farden and park surroundings –

and for buildings. Our panels are of a unique

quality and finish.

 CLASSIC is wofen in the barns at Villerup

Hovedgaard - and the fence is made in a

timeless Danish design that can not be

compared with the flimsy willow fences you

otherwise see.

 The panels can be supplied INCLUDING posts

for foundation; where they are an integral part

of the framework. It provides a tight and

simple design - even after installation.

 Standard panels are delivered at a

democratic price - and the opportunity to

order in special sizes is always possible.



 We weave in debarked, strong willow stems

grown and harvested extensively on Villerup's

fields.

 It is crucial for the life of the fence to weave in

strong willow - and that the bark has been

removed to create a healthier aging process -

without the risk of rotting wood.

 Steel crossbeams ensure dimensional

stability; furthermore, the steel is laid into the

frame itself - not just drilled. It gives great

strength.

 All willow is dried prior to weaving. This

ensures a tight weave that does not dry up

after weaving with the risk of becoming loos in

the "frame".

STR E NGTH IS E STAB L IS HED TH ROUGH

DE S IGN AND MATE R IAL S



NATUR E S  OWN WI S DOM

GUIDE S  US

 Upon delivery, the fence is in fresh woody

shades. The panels will turn silver grey and

achieve a lovely patina together with the

larch frame. A total of a beautiful, gray-gloss

surface.

 During a transitional period, the stems can

be "gray-spotted" - as the uniformity of the

natural surface occurs over years.

 Raw nature ages with the grace of nature -

and the fence is designed so that

maintenance can be omitted.

 Planting at the foot of the fence extends the

life of the fenc. The stems are stretched out

in a tight weave over galvanized steel, which

provides the necessary dimensional stability.

 CLASSIC is a natural fence - the most

beautiful aging is achieved in an interplay

between fencing and planting. Think about

biodiversity when you plant.



TRADITION & INNOVATION

 5,500 tonnes of CO2 are 

stored annually in PileByg's

plantations.

 9 of the UN's 17 world goals 

are everyday and part of our 

work. 

 Everything is produced in 

Denmark. Minimal use of 

chemicals in all operations. 

 Tradition of good craftsmanship 

and innovation are one and the 

same.

 Chemistry and polluting 

maintenance are not necessary. 

 None or minimal maintenance.

 The design ages with the grace 

of nature - as opposed to 

treated wood and plastic.

 30 years of work with

production and processing of

willow at home and abroad;

 Delicery to state, municipality,

industry and private.

 Awarded; among other things

with the Danish Design

Prize.We take pride in the fact

that you can always call or

email for help and advice.

Telefon +45 98 96 20 71              Villerup Hovedgaard, villerupvej 78, DK-9800

www.pilebyg.dk
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